The Scandinavian Association for Language and Cognition
Governing Board meeting
Call
The members of the board are invited to the autumn 2013 board meeting.
Date: October 24, 2013
Hour: 16.00 (i.e. 17.00 Finnish time)
Place: on Skype

Agenda
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20.
21.

The meeting is opened by SALC’s President
Appointment of chair for the meeting
Appointment of keeper of the minutes
Approval of the agenda
Appointment of two members to check the minutes
The question of whether the members have been invited with due notice
The transfer of bank issues to the new Treasurer
Report from SALC IV held in Joensuu, Finland
Plans for next SALC conference in NTNU – Trondheim, Norway
The membership situation
The membership fees
Possible future cooperation with cognitive scientists
The schedule of future SALC conferences
Referendum for the next SALC business meeting
The possibility of including Estonia in SALC
A document stating the routines of SALC Governing Board
Next SALC newsletter to the membership list
Future activities in cognitive linguistics in Scandinavia
Any other business
Next board meeting
The meeting is closed by the chair of the meeting

Enclosures related to some of the points on the agenda:

12. At the business meeting in SALC IV, Jens Allwood proposed that cooperation between
Cognitive Science and Cognitive Linguistics be promoted (including e.g. summer schools in
Cognitive Science for cognitive linguistic graduate students) in the future.

13. At the business meeting in SALC IV, Elisabeth Engberg-Pedersen proposed that in the
future the SALC conference could be organized every three years instead of biennially. It has
already been decided that the next conference in Trondheim will take place in 2015, but after
that it is possible to change the schedule.
14. At the business meeting in SALC IV, Jordan Zlatev proposed that a referendum be
organized in the next SALC business meeting, and that there would be an electronically held
referendum for the next SALC Board members.

15. At the business meeting in SALC IV, Tiina Onikki-Rantajääskö proposed that Estonia be
included in SALC in the future. The Estonian cognitive linguistic community is small but active
and the Finnish cognitive linguists have traditionally had close relations with them. This would
require changes in the SALC constitution.

